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Abstract

Privacy has been recognized as a very important is-
sue in electronic commerce. However, many privacy tech-
niques were not adopted and many online anonymity ser-
vices failed. In this paper we propose treating privacy
as a “value” that is to be added to other services to
avoid the adoption pitfall. We present an architecture that
anonymizes online transactions and makes them unlinkable
to any customer or to each other. In the mean time, our
scheme guarantees fair payment to the vendor and provides
efficient fraud detection and tracing mechanisms. Not only
our scheme anonymizes transactions that involve transmis-
sion of digitized messages only, it can also, with minimal
change to existing delivery services, protect transactions
that require delivery of physical items. Moreover, our sys-
tem could give the vendor accurateaggregateinformation
about customers’ usage pattern, which can be very valu-
able for its business operation. Our scheme utilizes existing
financial infrastructure thus has very low adoption cost.

1 Introduction

Automated and networked transaction processing gives
the customers much convenience but also creates opportu-
nities for attackers to pry on and misuse user’s private in-
formation. Studies and surveys showed an interesting di-
chotomy between users’ attitudes towards privacy and their
behaviors regarding it. On one hand, most people stated
that they value privacy and the fear of exposure of personal
information often prevents them from conducting business
online [9, 13]. On the other hand, studies such as [1, 15]
have found that even those individuals who are concerned
about privacy are willing to trade privacy for convenience
or small rewards. This was believed to be one of the rea-
sons for the failure of several online anonymity providers.

∗This is the full version of a paper with the same title that appears in
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It also led to the widespread belief that “people won’t pay
for privacy” or “privacy doesn’t sell”. Yet other studies (e.g.
[24]) and observations showed the opposite. The market ac-
ceptance of curtains, caller ID services, etc., are all good
examples that privacy does sell.

We believe the practice of “selling privacy” created a
mismatch between what the market offers and what cus-
tomers need: costumers need privacy and are willing to pay
for it. But it is not offered in the right form. As [1] pointed
out, individuals often act irrationally in the economic sense
when facing privacy sensitive decisions and sometimes un-
derestimate their privacy risk. This motives us to address
the online privacy issue with a different approach: instead
of treating privacy as a product or commodity that is to be
sold for a price, we follow the perspective of viewing it as
a value, which is what it really is, and construct schemes
that allow an Anonymizing Service Provider (ASP) toadd
it to other existing services. The acceptance of ASP is not
dependent on creating new “market for privacy”. Rather,
it rides on the popularity of other, more tangible services.
By adding values to other services or goods, ASP can make
them more attractive thus the other business will be willing
to participate. This incentive, together with the low adop-
tion cost of the scheme we present in this paper, will make
our solution economically more viable.

Treating privacy as a value is not new: privacy has long
been recognized as a value by law and the business com-
munity. However, this view is rarely followed in commer-
cial practice by the privacy providers who are still trying to
sell privacy as aproduct. Our contribution is to provide a
concrete, practical technical solution that allows the idea to
be implemented in practice. Compared to previous works,
our scheme enjoys the following: (1) using cryptographic
tools, it provides provable unlinkablity and anonymity for
user transactions even to thevendorwho can see the con-
tents of the transactions. (2) With minimal change to exist-
ing delivery services, our scheme can anonymize transac-
tions involving delivery of physical items which require real
world identity and physical address. (3) Our scheme fea-



tures a simple architecture involving only the ASP, the ven-
dor and the user. Unlike many e-cash or payment schemes
(e.g. [8, 28]), ours doesnot rely on special cooperation of
financial institutions. Instead we utilize services in existing
financial infrastructure and follow existing payment prac-
tice used by today’s vendors. This lowers the cost of adop-
tion and makes our scheme easier to implement.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we discuss possible business operation models and state our
assumptions. Section 3 examines previous and existing pri-
vacy solutions and other related research. In Section 4 and
5 we give detailed description of our service architecture
and the protocols. Section 6 gives a high-level analysis of
our design against a number of possible attacks. Finally we
discuss implementation issues in Section 7.

2 Models and Assumptions

We consider the scenario where users purchase goods or
services from a vendor. The goods can be either in an elec-
tronic format or physical entities. A user initiates a transac-
tion by submitting a query to the vendor. Multiple rounds
of messages may be exchanged to complete a transaction.
All the messages belonging to the same transaction form a
session.

There are many models by which an online business can
operate. This paper focuses on the following two:

1. Subscription model: Users subscript to a vendor and
pay a fee for the service. The billing model can ei-
ther be a flat monthly/yearly fee or pay-per-use. This
model requires strong user authentication each time a
user requests service.

2. Random shopper model: Users select a vendor, pur-
chase the goods or services it offers and pay the vendor
using either cash or credit/debit cards.

These two models are prevalent in both real world and e-
commerce. The subscription model is the most interesting
one as it offers opportunities to perform many collaborative
tasks and provides infrastructure support for other services
such as notification, storage, etc. We foresee these two mod-
els will still be prevailing in future e-commerce and secur-
ing them is the major focus of this paper.

We assume the communications between any two play-
ers are via secure channels and the vendor is separate from
the communication provider and cannot monitor and control
all the communication links. In this setting traffic analysis
and timing attacks can be fended off by techniques such as
[4] which are orthogonal to our work. We focus on pre-
venting the vendor, who is allowed to see the content of a
transaction, from linking the transactions.

We do not handle the attack where one party terminates
the transaction early thus leaving the other with some loss.
This can be addressed by techniques such as fair exchange
[27] or external mechanisms such as legal action if the fraud
is serious. However, we believe that for most applications
the legal system and market forces provide enough deterrent
so few parties should mount such attack thus the expensive
fair exchange protocols are not necessary and the resulting
system is much more efficient and scalable.

NOTATIONS Let K be a key, andK−1 its inverse. Sub-
scripts will be added to distinguish the key’s owner if nec-
essary. In symmetric cryptosystems,K = K−1. For asym-
metric cryptosystems,K andK−1 are the public and se-
cret part of a key pair (K, K−1), respectively. LetX be a
message or a data file andY cipher-text, we useEK(X) to
representX encrypted underK. We useDK−1(Y ) to de-
note decryption ofY using decryption keyK−1. Signing a
messageX with private keyK−1 is SK−1(X).

3 Related Work

In [8] Chaum et al. introduced the digital cash, or e-
cash, scheme. An e-cash scheme mimics physical cash and
strives to provide features such as anonymity, unforgeabil-
ity, uncopyability, etc.1 Technically, e-cash systems pro-
vide good payment solutions for e-commerce, with prov-
able security and anonymity. However, they require sub-
stantial prearrangement between parties such as the vendor,
the bank and the customers and, to prevent double spending,
the bank must be involved in each transfer and therefore
is a bottleneck. Besides, many e-cash systems are based
on cryptographic tools such as blind signature [6] or zero-
knowledge proofs [11] and tend to be computationally ex-
pensive. In the end market forces worked against such sys-
tems and they were not widely adopted.

Nevertheless the ideas presented in e-cash systems are
valuable and can potentially be used in many situations
to enhance privacy. For example, an e-cash scheme can
be used as an anonymous authentication and/or payment
scheme. The idea is, instead of relying on the bank, the
vendor sells the coins to the users who later buy services
from the vendor with these coins. The vendor acts asboth
the bank and the merchant. Because of the elimination of
the bank, this scheme is much simpler and more practical.
The Unlinkable Serial Transaction (UST) scheme presented
in [26] is a system based on such idea. This system, and
other similar schemes, still require much prearrangement
between the customer and the vendor. And because they
rely on the anonymous tokens for user authentication, once
a token is revealed but for some reason the transaction is
not granted (the vendor can easily fake system failure), it

1See [17] for discussion on the requirements of an e-cash scheme.



either becomes unusable anymore or loses the unlinkability
property.

[16] presented an anonymous credit card scheme that
uses similar idea as ours, i.e. distributing trust among mul-
tiple parties. However, their transactions are more complex,
involving the user, the vendor, the communication exchange
and multiple banks. While distributing trust in general is a
good idea, it is not clear how beneficial it is to scatter it all
cross the system. And the trust invested in some of the par-
ties are quite substantial (e.g. the communication exchange
also needs to serve as an electronic Federal Reserve to trans-
fer funds between banks) and cost/benefit sharing becomes
an issue. Such overly complex architecture is hard to im-
plement in practice, requiring the consent and cooperation
of many parties (e.g. the banks) and it is likely that such
systems will suffer the same fate as the e-cash systems.

Another area of research that is relevant to us is the
work on anonymity and unlinkability. There are several
papers that describe protocols for maintaining unlinkabil-
ity between senders and recipients of a message. Examples
include the “MIX-network” [5, 22, 21, 18, 23] and Onion
routing [14] etc. Other techniques such as [7, 10] were also
proposed to protect unlinkability in communication. Please
see [3] for a good bibliography on anonymity. In Sect. 6.1
we will extend the framework established in [25] to define
unlinkability and anonymity precisely and analyze our pro-
tocols.

4 System Overview

The subscription model requires user authentication
while the random model calls for a payment scheme. In
both cases a user inevitably has to disclose some of her
personal information (e.g. her ID, address, etc) in order
to conduct a transaction. The protection our scheme pro-
vides is unlinkability, namely a user’s identity information
is kept unlinkable to the transactions. This is achieved via
the involvement of an Anonymizing Service Provider (ASP)
that participates in the transactions between a user and the
vendor and off-loads some responsibilities (thus informa-
tion and trust) from the vendor.

The relationship among the ASP, the vendor and the
users should be as follows:

• The ASP is a commercial entity providing such
anonymizing service (such as what Anonymizer [2]
provides for web surfing). It should sign a contract
with the vendor guaranteing that the latter receives fair
payment for the services or goods the it provides to the
users. The contract should also forbid the ASP from
misusing the vendor’s services.2

2We are only using the contract as a legal bound. Our scheme provides
technological mechanisms to detect cheating by any parties and produce

• The ASP should also sign a contract with its user pro-
hibiting it from colluding with the vendor to pry on
user’s privacy. Non-collusion is provided not only by
this contract, which may have legal consequences if vi-
olated, but also other factors. Since the ASP is a sepa-
rate entity independent of the vendor, there is a mutual
distrust between the two. Collusion requires sharing
of data and both parties will be aware of the cheating.
Neither can trust the other not to expose the cheating.

• How the ASP generates revenue is not the focus of this
paper but our solution supports some viable arrange-
ments. For example, the ASP could charge the user a
small fee for the anonymous service it provides. An-
other possibility is to charge the vendor instead, like
the way credit cards work. Because the ASP adds
value (privacy) to the vendor’s services, more users
will be attracted. So the vendor should have the in-
centive to cooperate.

The ASP’s role in the scheme is twofold. It performs user
authentication and anonymizes the communication. The
vendor itself is in charge of processing user transactions.
The ASP will know users identity, which is necessary for
authentication, but not their transactions. The vendor knows
the transactions, which are the product of service provision,
but not their identity. The vendor may not be comfortable
delegating user authentication to the ASP. Our protocol con-
sists of a stage when the vendor is given the opportunity to
authenticate users itself, albeit at a later time and without
being able to link a user to any transactions, and verify that
it receives the correct payment.

We stress that although the ASP is involved in user trans-
actions, it isnot treated as a trusted party. Our protocol
bears some analogy to the secure socket layer (SSL) proto-
col. The ASP acts as an intermediate router and cannot gain
access to the actual transactions. The harm a malicious ASP
can cause is minimized.

5 The Protocol

The main transaction protocol consists of two stages:
Query Processing and Billing Resolution. All transactions
are carried out as Query Processing. Billing Resolution can
run periodically, e.g. monthly, to resolve the balance be-
tween the participants. A bill or statement is generated for
each user after this stage. We first describe our protocol for
the subscription model (and will extend it to random shop-
pers in Sect. 5.2.1) where Alice needs to subscribe to the
service first. This step may involve registration of some
other information. As far as our protocol is concerned, she
only needs to generate a public/private key pair and register

non-deniable evidence.



her public key with the vendor who signs her public key and
issues her a certificateCERTA.

5.1 Query Processing

When Alice wants to conduct anonymous transaction
with the vendorV , she first forms a query

Q0 = (Query, T imestamp, TTL,KS)

whereQuery specifies the transaction request,KS is a one-
time session key that will be used for communication during
this session andTTL is the time this query is supposed to be
valid. This is to prevent the system from wasting resources
on stale requests. Alice then generates another secret key,
KQ, and encryptsQ0 using symmetric encryption and as-
sembles the following

Q = (EKQ
(Q0), EKV

(KQ), EKA
(KQ)) (1)

and computeshQ = h(Q) whereh is a cryptographic hash
function. Alice then sends

M = (Alice, V, SK
−1

A
(hQ), CERTA, Q)

to her ASP, who is denotedZ.
Note that we assume a probabilistic public-key cryp-

tosystem (e.g. El-Gamal) with semantic security which im-
plies that two encryptions of the same message are (almost
always) different. So it is impossible for the vendor to attack
the unlinkability by encryptingKQ with the public keys of
all its registered users and comparing the ciphertexts with
the message field.

The purpose of attachingEKA
(KQ) in Q is that the mes-

sage is also intended as a record for the transaction and
will be sent back to Alice later as part of her statement
(Sect. 5.2.2). It is unrealistic to assume that client machines
can be very reliable and can save all the keys. Embedding
EKA

(KQ) in Q guarantees Alice’s accessibility to the mes-
sage yet protects it from all other parties.

Upon receiving and successfully decrypting the mes-
sage,Z does the following:

1. Verifies the certificateCERTA and obtains Alice’s
public key,KA.

2. ComputeshQ = h(Q) and verifiesSK
−1

A
(hQ).

3. If 1 and 2 are successful,Z sends M ′ =
(Z, SK

−1

Z
(hQ), Q) to V .

4. Z savesM locally as record of the transaction.

Upon receivingM ′, V decrypts it and verifiesZ ’s signa-
ture onhQ. It recoversKQ by decryptingEKV

(KQ) and

obtains the queryQ0. The query is processed if it is valid
and an answer formed as:

A = (SessionID, hQ, EKS
(hQ, tP , R, SK

−1

V
(hR)))

whereSessionID is the identifier the vendor assigns to this
session.R is the reply to Alice’s query,tP is the time this
query is processed andhR = h(hQ, tP , R) is a hash of the
reply. The vendor sendsA back toZ and saves the tuple
(tP , Q, SK

−1

Z
(hQ)) underZ ’s account.

Using hQ, Z finds the user who initiated the query,
namely Alice, and forwards the answer to her. Once a ses-
sion key is set up, Alice won’t use Equation 1 to compute
Q for subsequent messages. InsteadQ is computed by

Q = (V, SessionID,EKS
(Q0))

andZ uses(V, SessionID) to route messages.
The use of a session key is for efficiency as well as pri-

vacy: The vendor does not know who initiated the query so
public key encryption is not possible.

5.2 Billing Resolution

During the execution of Query Processing, transaction
records of all users are kept under the ASP’s account. At
the end of a transaction or billing period, users, ASP and
the vendor all participate in this stage to resolve the bills
and expose any fraud that could have happened. This stage
is asynchronous and only involves passing of a few mes-
sages. We provide protocols for different billing models.
Each has its own system requirements and implication on
privacy which we will discuss in Sect. 6.

5.2.1 Proxied Payment Scheme

In this scheme a third party, PP (for Payment Proxy), acts as
a proxy for both the customer and the vendor in the process
of transferring fund.3 Alice should have an account with
PP. At the end of each transaction, Alice, the vendorV and
PP execute the following:

Protocol PPS:

1. V sends PP a “transfer request ticket” (TRT):

TRT = ((date, Ã, V, PP, c, ht),

SK
−1

V
(date, Ã, V, PP, c, ht))

where Ã is a one-time pseudonyme Alice generates
randomly. ht = H(Mt) is a cryptographic hash on
Mt, the set of all the messages exchanged so far during
this transaction, andc is the price for this transaction.

3For generality we assume a separate PP in our description. In many
applications the ASP can act as the PP.



2. Alice sends PP a “transfer authorization ticket” (TAT):

TATA = ((date,Alice, Ã, V, PP, c, ht),

SK
−1

A
(date, Ã, V, PP, c, ht))

3. PP uses the tuple (payer pseudonyme, payee, amount,
ht) to match a TRT to its corresponding TAT. If a
match if found, it verifies the tickets and performs
the transfer if both are valid. PP then bills Alice for
this transfer (maybe with a small fee) or deducts some
amount from Alice’s pre-deposited fund. PP then noti-
fies both parties of the result.

4. Upon receiving a “transfer success” message from PP,
the vendor releases the goods or information. Other-
wise it aborts the transaction.

This scheme is realistic and uses only existing financial in-
frastructure (e.g. the transfer between PP andV can use a
regular credit card). There are already similar services (e.g.
PayPal) with weaker privacy protection. It is conceivable
that some existing ASPs such as Anonymizer [2] team up
with some vendors and provide such PP service in the fu-
ture.

This model can easily support the random shopper pur-
chase behavior: A user can open an account with an ASP/PP
and shop anonymously with participating vendors. We dis-
cuss the delivery of physical goods in Sect. 5.3.

5.2.2 Direct Payment – Pay-Per-Use Model

In the case where a payment proxy is not available, users
have to pay directly to the vendor. The following protocol
only applies to the subscription model where users pay for
each use. In this case the vendor has the benefit of having
aggregate information about each client’s usage but users
may have to live with lower degree of unlinkability. We
will discuss the impact in Sect. 6.

The protocol should be carried out at the end of each
billing cycle and has two stages:

Protocol DPS-INIT:

1. The vendor processes ASP’s account. For each tu-
ple (tP , Q, SK

−1

Z
(hQ)), it generates an item in the

statement like(tP , Q, SK
−1

Z
(hQ), cost, SK

−1

V
(cost))

wherecost is the charge associated with this transac-
tion. It then sends to the ASP an itemized statement
listing all the queries this ASP has made and the asso-
ciated cost.

2. The ASP validates the statement against its record and
its signatures on each item. If they are correct, the ASP
then generates statements for each of the users who

have used its service. One item of the statement may
look like

(Alice, V, tP , Q, SK
−1

A
(hQ), cost, SK

−1

V
(cost))

wherecost is obtained from the corresponding item on
the statement received from the vendor andSK

−1

A
(hQ)

is retrieved from ASP’s own record. The statements
are then sent to each user. Enclosed in the statement,
the ASP also sends Alice a message containing the
subtotalsA for her:

MsA
= (Alice,Date,N, sA, SK

−1

Z
(sA))

whereN is a nuance is to prevent reuse attack.

3. Alice receives the statement and verifiesSK
−1

A
(hQ). It

then decryptsQ (by recovering the decryption keyKQ

first) to obtain the original queryQ0 and verifies that
sA agrees with the sum of the cost of corresponding
transactions. A human readable bill is generated and
presented to Alice who should authorize payment if
she agrees on the bill.

The next stage is to provide an efficient fraud detection
mechanism:

Protocol DPS-PPU

1. Upon receiving and verifying a statement fromZ, Al-
ice sends to the vendor a message acknowledging the
subtotal she has received from the ASP:

(MsA
, SK

−1

A
(MsA

))

2. The vendor checks the signatures on the message. If
they are correct, it saves the message and sends back
Alice its signature on the message as a receipt.

3. Alice sends this receipt toZ who verifies the vendor’s
signature, the nuance and the amount. It marks Alice
as done and sends Alice a “done receipt” with its sig-
nature if everything is correct.

4. After a grace period,Z sends to the vendor(Ū , TŪ )
whereŪ is the set of users who have used its service
during this billing cycle but are not marked as done and
TŪ is the set of transaction records of the users inŪ .

5. If the vendor finds anyu ∈ Û ∩ Ū , whereÛ are users
who have acknowledged their usage, it contactsu re-
questing the “done receipt”. Ifu fails to produce a
valid “done receipt”, thenu did not follow the proto-
col faithfully and is possibly framingZ. OtherwiseZ
is framingu.



6. The vendor checks ifs =
∑

u∈Ū∪Û su wheres is the
total cost for all users during this billing cycle. If the
equality holds, it should deal with users in̄U \ Û , and
possiblyZ in caseZ is found cheating in the previous
step. The protocol terminates. Otherwise V sendsÛ to
Z.

7. Z checksÛ and its own records. If it finds any useru
who is marked as done butu /∈ Û , it concludes thatV
is cheating and shows its record as evidence. If it fails
to do so,V concludes thatZ has allowed illegitimate
users to use the service.

Alice’s signature on the message serves as an authentication
and the vendor only issues a receipt for its valid customers.
And Alice can’t acknowledge a smaller amount to the ven-
dor unless she can fakeZ ’s signature.

5.2.3 Direct Payment – Flat-Rate Model

When the billing model allows the users to enjoy the service
for a flat rate, the following protocol can be used and the
result is stronger privacy.

This protocol makes novel use of a cryptographic tool
called homomorphic commitment scheme. A commitment
scheme allows a prover to give a verifier a commitment to
a secret number. The verifier should not be able to com-
pute any information about the secret from the commit-
ment. The prover can later open the commitment by re-
vealing the secret, and any auxiliary random bits accom-
panying this commitment, and the verifier can verify that
the commitment indeed “contains” the secret. If the prover
lies about the secret, it will be detected. Formally, letq
be a prime. A commitment scheme for numbers mod-
ulo q consists of a polynomial time probabilistic function
C : Zq × Zq → G whereG is the set of all possible val-
ues ofC. To commit to an integerx ∈ Zq, the committer
choosesr ∈ Zq at random and computes the commitment
X asX = C(x, r). To open a commitment, the prover sends
x′ andr′ and the verifier can verify whetherX = C(x′, r′).
It should be infeasible for the prover to come up withx′

andr′ such thatx′ 6= x but X = C(x′, r′). A commitment
scheme is homomorphic if for anyx1, x2, r1, r2 ∈ Zq,
C(x1 + x2, r1 + r2) = C(x1, r1)C(x2, r2).

There exist efficient homomorphic commitment schemes
such as Pedersen’s discrete log based scheme [19]. Our pro-
tocol does not depend on any specific implementation and
we will use it abstractly.

The protocol is also carried out in two stages and the
first stage is the same as DPS-INIT in Sect. 5.2.2. Note that
since this is a flat rate model the subtotalsA is simply the
amount of resources (e.g. bandwidth or number of transac-
tions) Alice consumed during this billing cycle ands will

be the total amount of resources processed by the vendor.
The second stage is as follows:

Protocol DPS-FR

1. Upon receiving and verifying a statement fromZ, Al-
ice randomly selectsrA ∈ Zq and sends to the ven-
dor (Alice,Date,N, cA, P, SK

−1

A
(cA)) wherecA =

C(sA, rA) andP is a non-interactive zero-knowledge
proof thatsA < L constructed using the protocol de-
scribed in Appendix B for a given limitL.

2. The vendor checks the signatures and the proof. If they
are correct, it saves the message and sends back Alice
its signature on the message as a receipt.

3. Alice sends this receipt together withrA to Z who
verifies the message and the commitmentcA =
C(sA, rA). If everything is correct it marks Alice as
done and sends Alice a “done receipt” with its signa-
ture.

4. After a grace period,Z sends to the vendor(r, {ru :
u ∈ Ū}, Ū , TŪ ) whereŪ andTŪ are the same as in
Protocol DPS-PPU andr =

∑
u∈U ru. U is the set

of all the users who have used its service during this
billing period.

5. If the vendor finds anyu ∈ Û ∩ Ū , it contactsu re-
questing the “done receipt”. Ifu fails to produce a
valid “done receipt”, thenu did not follow the proto-
col faithfully and is possibly framingZ. OtherwiseZ
is framingu.

6. The vendor verifies whetherC(s′, r′) =
∏

u∈Û\Ū cu

wheres′ = s −
∑

u∈Ū su andr′ = r −
∑

u∈Ū ru. If
the equality holds, it should deal with users inŪ and
the protocol terminates. Otherwise V sendsÛ to Z.

7. The same as the last step of Protocol DPS-PPU.

In this protocol the user “commits” to the vendor but
opens the commitment to the ASP. This allows detection of
fraud without disclosingsA to the vendor. The purpose of
performing the ZKP in the first step of the protocol is to pre-
vent a cheating ASP from allowing illegitimate users to use
the service by colluding with a malicious user. Without this
step the ASP can put all the illegal usage to the colluder’s
account and let the user acknowledge a large amount to the
vendor. Since now the number is hidden by the commit-
ment, the vendor cannot detect this anomaly and the homo-
morphism verification still goes through. This way the ASP
can “resell” the service for its own profit. By using the ZKP,
the amount of service that the ASP can illegally “resell” is
limited by a user’s quotaL, the sharing of which is in a
sense a legitimate right of a user.



5.3 Delivery of Physical Goods

Some online transactions involve delivery of physical
goods which requires the disclosure of user’s ID and ad-
dress. Here we propose a trivial change/addition to existing
delivery services (e.g. UPS) that allows a sender to push an
item to the networkwithout knowing its destination or the
receiver’s ID. This is achieved by the following protocol run
at the end of the transaction:

1. Alice generates a one-time public/private key pair
(K̃A,
K̃−1

A ) and sends̃KA to V .

2. V generates a “label” for the item that is to be delivered
to Alice: L = (ht, V, K̃A, SK

−1

V
(ht, V, K̃A)) whereht

is a cryptographic hash on all the messages exchanged
between Alice andV during the transaction. It puts
this label on the item and ships it to the “discreet de-
liver” (DD) for delivery.

3. Alice sends her ID and address, together with a “pull
request” (PR) to DD:PR = (ht, V, SK

−1

A
(ht, V )).

4. DD uses PR to find the label for this request and au-
thenticates Alice using the public key enclosed in the
label. If it is successful, it adds Alice’s ID and address
to the package and ships it. It also notifies both the
vendor and Alice. It may charge Alice or the vendor
for the shipping cost.

6 Security Analysis

In this section we use the framework developed in [25]
to analyze the unlinkability and anonymity our scheme
achieves and discuss potential attacks that participants of
our protocol can mount.

6.1 Unlinkability

For any billing cycle, letU = {u1, u2, . . . , un} be the
set of active users andT = {t1, t2, . . . , tm} be the set of
transactions. According to [25], unlinkability is defined in
terms of equivalence relations on one or two sets. Specifi-
cally, in our context, let∼r(T ) denote the equivalence rela-
tion on setT and∼r(U,T ) denote that on setsU × T . For
anyu ∈ U andt ∈ T , u ∼r(U,T ) t if u conductedt. For
anyti, tj ∈ T , ti ∼r(T ) tj if ∃u ∈ U such thatu ∼r(U,T ) ti
andu ∼r(U,T ) tj .

The degree of unlinkability is defined as the attacker’s a
posterior entropy. On transactions:

d(ti, tj) := H(ti, tj)

= −P (ti ∼r(T ) tj) log(P (ti ∼r(T ) tj))

−P (ti ≁r(T ) tj) log(P (ti ≁r(T ) tj))

Between users and transactions:

d(ui, tj) := H(ui, tj)

= −P (ui ∼r(U,T ) tj) log(P (ui ∼r(A,T ) tj))

−P (ui ≁r(U,T ) tj) log(P (ui ≁r(A,T ) tj))

Clearlyd(ti, tj) = 1 iff P (ti ∼r(T ) tj) = P (ti ≁r(T )

tj) = 1/2 and d(ui, tj) = 1 iff P (ui ∼r(U,T ) tj) =
P (ui ≁r(U,T ) tj) = 1/2.

Please refer to [25] for the intuition behind these defini-
tions.

These definitions are good for measuring thestate of
a system, but not suitable for assessing how a protocol
or a process affects the unlinkability. Because they do
not consider a priori information on structure of∼r(T ) or
∼r(U,T ), it is not clear how the attacker acquires the a pos-
terior knowledge: Does it learn the information by observ-
ing/participating in the protocol or does it know it already
prior to the protocol?

For this purpose we extend the definitions and introduce
the notions of a priori and a posteriori unlinkability. De-
grees of a priori and a posteriori unlinkability (for both
within a set and between sets) are defined as the degrees
of unlinkability calculated with the above definitions us-
ing a priori and a posteriori probabilities, respectively.Let
d0(T ), d(T ) be the a priori and a posteriori unlinkabilities
within the setT respectively andd0(U, T ), d(U, T ) be the
a priori and a posteriori unlinkabilities between setsU and
T , respectively. We define the advantage of an attacker,A,
on protocolΠ’s unlinkability as

ADVA
Π,U = max

Π
( max
u∈U,t,ti,tj∈T

(|d(ti, tj) − d0(ti, tj)|,

|d(u, t) − d0(u, t)|))

This definition captures how much informationA ac-
quires from runningΠ that can be used to attack unlinka-
bility and we believe it is a suitable definition for measuring
theprotocol’srole in the system’s overall unlinkability.

In addition to unlinkability, anonymity is also a fre-
quently used term to quantify privacy. In [20] anonymity
is defined as the state of being not identifiable within a set
of subjects (the anonymity set). Given a transactiont ∈ T
and a useru ∈ U , the degree of anonymity foru can be
measured as the probability that an attacker cannot asso-
ciatest to her: d(u, t) = 1 − P (u ∼r(U,T ) t) [12]. Again
we extend this definition to include a priori probability as
well to measure how a protocol affects an attacker’s ability
to identify any user for any given transaction. An attacker
A’s advantage on protocolΠ’s anonymity is defined as

ADVA
Π,A = max

Π
( max
u∈U,t∈T

|P (u ∼r(U,T ) t|Π)−P (u ∼r(U,T ) t)|)



Unlinkability is a sufficient but not necessary condition
of anonymity [20] which provides weaker privacy protec-
tion. Please see [20] for detailed discussion on their rela-
tion. We will show that one of billing models cannot not
achieve full unlinkability but, with the right dynamics, can
have good anonymity.

Using these definitions, we define unlink-
able/anonymous protocols under a given adversaryA
as:

Definition 1 (Unlinkable/Anonymous Protocol) Given
the setsU and T and two equivalence relations∼r(T )

and∼r(U,T ), LetΠ(u, P1, . . . , Pk) be a protocol involving
any useru ∈ U and k other parties. For any party
P ∈ {P1, . . . , Pk}, if eitherU or T is disclosed toP after
the protocol, it is consideredP ’s a priori knowledge.4 Π is
d-unlinkable if1 − ADVA

Π,U ≥ d. A protocol is unlinkable
if it is 1-unlinkable. Furthermore,Π is d-anonymous
if 1 − ADVA

Π,A ≥ d. A protocol is anonymous if it is
1-anonymous.

Note that a protocol being unlinkable or anonymous does
not guarantee that the system is unlinkable or anonymous: it
is possible that information is leaked elsewhere. But secur-
ing the protocol is a necessary condition for the system to be
privacy preserving. And since our scheme provides a com-
prehensive solution for transaction processing, billing res-
olution and fraud detection, at least for some applications,
the vendor won’t need external mechanisms to collect ad-
ditional user information. In this case the system provides
fairly good privacy protection.

In the following we analyze the unlinkability of our pro-
tocols under the assumptions that all participants follow the
protocol. In Sect. 6.2 we discuss the consequences of mali-
cious players who can deviate arbitrarily from the protocol.

Assuming the cryptographic tools are secure, we have
the following results:

Theorem 1 Protocols PPS, DPS-FR and DPG are all un-
linkable.

Theorem 2 Let π(u) be the number of transactions con-
ducted by useru ∈ U . We assume that,∀u ∈ U , π(u) ≥ 1.
Let π̄ be the average number of transactions conducted by
one user andδ = maxu∈U (π(u)

π̄
). Then DPS-PPU is not

unlinkable but can be(1 − | δ−1
n

|)-anonymous.

The proof of theorem 1 follows straightforward exam-
ination of the equivalence relations∼r(T ) and ∼r(U,T )

throughout the protocols and is omitted due to lack of space.
The proof of theorem 2 is given in the appendix.

4Knowing U or T does not give an adversary any more advantage on
attacking the system’s unlinkability/anonymity. It is the equivalence rela-
tions∼r(T ) and∼r(U,T ) that matter.

REMARKS As the above results show, among all the
schemes, DPS-PPU does not provide full unlinkability. This
is an inherent problem with this billing model. Essentially
since the users have to pay directly to the vendor, there is
no way to prevent the latter from learning how many trans-
actions a user conducted which reduces the scheme’s un-
linkability. However, as Theorem 2 shows, users can still
remain anonymous (albeit with weaker protection) even in
protocol DPS-PPU. The best anonymity is reached when all
users conduct the same number of transactions. DPS-PPU
gives the vendor anonymous aggregate information about
each user which may be useful in optimizing its operation
and even be beneficial to the customers. For example, the
vendor may offer bargain price to those who buy in bulk.
The choice of protocols is left as an application decision.

6.2 Security Against Possible Attacks

The involvement of the ASP introduces some risk for the
vendor. Essentially the vendor delegates the task of user au-
thentication to the ASP. Perhaps from the vendor’s perspec-
tive, the biggest fear is that the ASP may misuse this power
and grant illegitimate users access to its services. The ASP
may even act as a “reselling proxy” and resell the services
for a profit. We show that this is not possible without being
detected.

First, the power of ASP is restricted. All messages pass-
ing through the ASP are encrypted with keys to which it
does not have access. As far as the transactions are con-
cerned, the ASP is acting as an oblivious router. Second, in
PPS, the vendor won’t complete the transaction (e.g. start
shipping the goods) until the customer authorizes the fund
transfer. This effectively protects it from misuse. In DPS-
PPU, each legitimate user will acknowledge to the vendor
the amount she owns it. This gives the vendor a chance
to authenticate the users itself and allows it to tally its bal-
ance by summing up the acknowledgements and comparing
against its own record. If there is inconsistency betweens,
s′ and the number reported by the ASP, then there could be
potential fraud by either a user or the ASP. The final steps
in Protocol DPS-PPU is to track the faulty party. If a user
u tries to evade payment for the services she receives, her
ID will be in the list Ū which is sent to the vendor. If she is
framing ASP by not forwarding the acknowledge receipt to
it, she will fail to produce a “done receipt” when asked. If
the ASP allows illegal access to the system, or if it tries to
frame a user, either it will fail to produce a user not in the
vendor’s list (̂U ) who has a valid acknowledgement receipt
from the vendor or the user can show a valid “done receipt”.
In either case it can be detected. DPS-FR is similar but uses
homomorphic bit commitment scheme so that the vendor
does not even see the actual number a user uses its system.

A user can cheat by not acknowledging her subtotal to



the vendor or acknowledging a smaller amount. Both will
cause imbalance in the vendor’s account and trigger investi-
gation. In either DPS-PPU or DPS-FR, the ASP will report
her to the vendor otherwise the ASP has to bear the conse-
quences.

The vendor can cheat by overcharging users. This can
be achieved by not processing queries but still save them
as proof of service to charge the user. One solution to this
problem is to require that each charge be supported by proof
that the user actually receives the reply. But then user can
pretend that she never receives the rely and refuses to pay
for the service she actually uses. A complete solution must
be based on two party secret exchange protocols which are
expensive. However, the vendor cannot overcharge the cus-
tomer without being detected. Recall that each month the
user will be presented an itemized statement and any forged
charge should be noticed by the user and generate a com-
plain. Further, user will experience delay or denial of ser-
vice if the vendor deliberately drops queries. This will af-
fect customers satisfaction and push them to the competi-
tors. Market force should prevent the vendor from doing
so.

7 Discussion

The success of a design depends on many factors, not all
of them technical. But efficiency is a very important prag-
matic issue. We estimated the running time of our scheme
based on recent benchmarks for the Botan cryptographic li-
brary (http://botan.randombit.net/bmarks.html). In terms of
computation, Protocol DPS-FR is the most expensive one,
involving ZKP and commitment. The ZKP requireslog L
steps. For each step, showing in zero-knowledge that each
bit has value 0 or 1 using Cramer and Damgård [11] requires
constant (actually 7) long (modp) integers. So the total
complexity of this ZKP for one user isO(log L). Using
Pedersen’s commitment scheme [19], the protocol involves
14 log L exponentiations. Even withL ∼ 108 and largeq
(e.g. 1024 bits), computing time for each user is around a
few seconds. This means the vendor (as well as the ASP)
can easily process over 24,000 users in one day using even
a single machine (The benchmarks are computed on a 1.6
GHz AMD Opteron running Linux). Since the protocol for
each user is independent of each other, the scheme can eas-
ily scale to larger number of users with a cluster.

Our scheme also features the ability to utilize existing
services and standards. First of all, it only uses existing
services (e.g. fund transfer methods) provided by today’s
financial infrastructure. This is in contrast to many elec-
tronic payment schemes (such as [8, 28]) that require spe-
cial cooperations of some financial institutions. Moreover,
the query processing protocol bears remarkable similarity
to the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol. This is not all

by coincidence. This design feature allows us to leverage a
widely used standard for web communication: HTTP over
SSL sockets. The protocol described in Sect. 5 exposes
all its internal mechanisms to the ASP. On the vendor side,
however, it is easy to implement this step using HTTPS and
SSLwithoutany custom code, apart from what implements
the service logic. The adoption cost thus can be made low
and our scheme provides a viable solution for preserving
user privacy in e-commerce.

A Proof of Theorem 2

Proof: In this protocol, each user’s subtotal is made avail-
able to the vendor. If the transactions are not equally priced,
the vendor can mount the following attack: It can asso-
ciate a different amountci with each transactioni. When
the useru acknowledges with a subtotalsu, the vendor
can try to compute a subsetΛ of all transactions such that∑

i∈Λ ci = su and link the user’s transactions to her iden-
tity. This is a classic Knapsack problem and known to be
NP-complete. But if the scale of the system is not large, it
can be to solved easily. In this case, the protocol is neither
unlinkable nor anonymous.

If the transactions are equally priced, then from the
subtotalsu, the vendor can computeπ(u). The equiva-
lence relation∼r(U,T ) defines equivalence classes onT :
∀t ∈ T, t ∈ Tu if u ∼r(U,T )t. These equivalence classes
divide T into subsets. The sizes of these sunsets (i.e. the
π(u)’s) are known to the vendor. By Theorem 1 in [25],
for the vendor the a posteriori unlinkability cannot be 1.
However, given onlyU andT , for the vendor, the a priori
unlinkability is 1. This means the vendor’s advantage must
be greater than 0 and the protocol is not unlinkable.

As for anonymity, letΠ = DPS-PPU. For anyu ∈ U
andt ∈ T , P (u ∼r(U,T ) t|) = 1

n
andP (u ∼r(U,T ) t|Π) =

π(u)P
v∈U π(v) . The vendor’s advantage on attacking anonymity

is ADVV
Π,A = maxΠ(maxu∈U,t∈T |P (u ∼r(U,T ) t|Π) −

P (u ∼r(U,T ) t)|) = maxΠ(| δπ̄
m

− 1
n
|) = maxΠ(| δ−1

n
|) =

| δ−1
n

|.
Therefore DPS-PPU is1 − | δ−1

n
|-anonymous. In partic-

ular, whenδ = 1, i.e., every user conducts the same number
of transactions, DPS-PPU is anonymous.

B ZK Proof of Limit on Committed Number

To simplify notation, letS = C(s, r) be the commitment
to s using randomnessr. Here we present a ZKP thats <
L. Let s1s2 . . . sl be the binary representation ofs where
si ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, 2, . . . , l. The prover generatesl − 1
random numbersr1, . . . , rl−1 ∈ Zq and computesrl = (r−
∑l−1

i=1 ri2
i−1)/2l−1 mod q. The prover then commits tosi

usingri: Si = C(si, ri). She sends theSi’s to the verifier.



For i = 1, . . . , l, the prover gives a zero-knowledge
proof thatSi encodes a bit (i.e. it is either 0 or 1) us-
ing the protocol in [11]. The verifier then verifies that
S =

∏l
i=1 S2i−1

i . This shows thats is at mostl-bit thus
s < L = 2l, but gives no other information. The proof
is honest-verifier zero-knowledge, following the securityof
the bit commitment protocol. It can be made non-interactive
by using a secure hash function to compute the verifier’s re-
sponse.
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